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a b s t r a c t 

Opinion object-attribute extraction is one of the fundamental tasks of fine-grained sentiment analysis. It 

is accomplished by identifying opinion aspect entities (including object entities and attribute entities) and 

then aligning object entities to attribute entities. Recent studies on knowledge graphs have shown that by 

adding the embeddings of semantic structures between opinion aspect entities, structure-based learning 

models can achieve better performance in link-prediction than traditional methods. The studies, however, 

focused only on learning semantic structures between aspect entities, did not take language expression 

features into account. In this paper, we propose the Fusion RElation Embedded Representation Learning 

(FREERL) framework, by which, one can fuse semantic structures and language expression features such 

as statistical co-occurrence or dependency syntax, into the embeddings of object entities and attribute 

entities. The obtained embeddings are then used to align object-attribute pairs and to predict new pairs 

in a zero-shot scenario. Experimental results on the datasets of COAE2014 and COAE2015 show that the 

best results in our framework achieve 12.1% and 32.1% improvements over the baselines, respectively. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In the past decade, opinion mining has become a hot research

opic due to its potential to solve many challenging problems

11] , such as affective com puting [3] , emotion recognition [24] and

ata mining in social network [18,32] . According to the survey of

33] , opinion mining can be studied at three levels of granular-

ty, namely, the document level, the sentence level, and the aspect

evel. In the aspect level, opinion mining focuses on extracting as-

ect entities and analyzing their polarities. This task is similar to

he semantic role labeling problem [20] , the words or phrases in

entences need to be identified in the sense of what is the object

nd what is the attribute, but there are some differences between

hem. Although opinion aspect is generally regarded as a whole

xpression [12,25] , it is composed of opinion object and opinion

ttribute, and thus provides more detailed and hierarchical infor-

ation for sentiment analysis. 

For most fine-grained sentiment analysis tasks, opinion aspect

an be briefly represented as a triplet < object, attribute, polar-

ty > . This representation is more suitable for short texts in social
∗ Corresponding author. 
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edia such as Twitter and Weibo, which are generally produced

ith only a few sentences and thus suffer from sparsity in the bag-

f-words model. In such short texts, opinion aspects are usually

ouns or noun phrases. For example, the weibo text “��� ipad4

 ������ ��” (The new Apple ipad4’s battery is cheating.)

s represented as a triplet < ipad4, � � �� (battery), negative > ,

nd the complete opinion target is “ipad4 ipad4 � � �� ” (ipad4’s

attery), where “ipad4” is the object and “� ��� ” (battery) is

he attribute. It is obvious that the triple can be also represented

s a quadruple < object, attribute, expression, polarity > , i.e., <

pad4, � ��� (battery), � � (cheating), negative > , where the

pinion expression is usually omitted because most opinion min-

ng tasks are only interested in the polarities instead of the opin-

on expressions. From the perspective, it is more appropriate to re-

ard opinion mining as a two-stage process, namely, extracting the

airs < object, attribute > and then analyzing the polarities of ex-

ressions. The two-stage process will produce more distinguishing

nd unambiguous representations of opinions, especially in the cir-

umstance where more than one expression can be extracted from

ne opinion target. Another benefit of two-stage process is that it

s good at dealing with implicit opinion expressions whose sen-

iment polarity cannot be simply derived from explicit sentiment

ords. These implicit opinion expressions are usually affected by

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2017.07.015
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.knosys.2017.07.015&domain=pdf
mailto:wsg@sxu.edu.cn
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their corresponding targets, which need to be pre-extracted [11] .

In this paper, we mainly focus on the extraction of the object-

attribute pairs. 

Previous studies have shown the effectiveness of either lan-

guage expression features [11] or semantic structure in opinion

mining, but few of them considered both simultaneously. The tra-

ditional structure-based learning methods, such as TransE [6] mod-

eled these relationships between entities by interpreting them as

translations operating on the low-dimensional embeddings of en-

tities. However, this type of methods model only the pair of enti-

ties and ignores the information that the background text contains.

Thus, structure-based learning could suffer from under-fitting of

the unknown new entities in a zero-shot scenario, where super-

vised learning has to be performed with not enough labeled exam-

ples available for all classes [19] . On the other hand, language ex-

pression feature based methods can fully make use of the texts, ef-

fectively cover the shortage of structure-based learning, but could

fail to identify the implicit relation, especially for those entities

that have a low frequency. For that reason, these two relations that

complement each other can make a good combination and signifi-

cantly improve the performance for many tasks. 

In this paper, we divide relations between object and attribute

entities into semantic structure-based relations and language ex-

pression feature based relations. We assume that there are strong

relevance between opinion objects and attributes in both language

expressions and semantic structures. A novel Fusion RElation Em-

bedded Representation Learning (FREERL) framework is proposed,

aiming at taking advantage of both semantic structures and lan-

guage expression features. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-

lows: 

1. We propose a novel fusion relation embedded representation

learning framework, which embeds semantic structures and

language expression features into the representations of opin-

ion aspect entities. This framework is domain independent. 

2. Compared with traditional structure-based learning models, the

proposed method can be a better choice and a new baseline

for the aspect extraction problem, especially in a zero-shot sce-

nario. 

3. We release the embeddings of opinion objects and their corre-

sponding attributes with different types of language expression

features embedded, trained from a gold-standard social media

corpus, which can benefit other sentiment analysis tasks. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

Section 2 presents an introduction to the related work.

Section 3 describes the proposed method. The experiments

and analysis are discussed in Section 4 . Finally, we conclude the

paper in Section 5 . 

2. Related work 

Aspect Extraction 

Many previous studies in aspect extraction designed some lin-

guistic patterns and used rule-based methods to match and extract

the probable aspects [22] . In the studies, the linguistic patterns

have to be designed manually and selected carefully. To solve this

problem, Liu et al. [14] proposed a novel method to select an effec-

tive set of rules. Appel et al. [1] presented a hybrid approach to es-

timate the semantic orientation polarity and its intensity by using

semantic rules, a sentiment lexicon enhanced with the assistance

of SentiWordNet, and fuzzy sets. The rule-based methods are diffi-

cult to expand and suffer from poor results from grammatical anal-

ysis of twitter or weibo text. Sequence models have been proven

to be excellent models for learning and identifying the sequence
f aspect expressions [26,30] . The models, however, are statisti-

ally oriented and thus did not take the semantic and linguistical

nowledge into account. Yang and Cardie [31] employed a semi-

onditional random fields(CRFs) based segment-level sequence la-

eler which have rich phrase-level syntactic features, and proposed

 joint model for opinion expression extraction and attribute clas-

ification. The CRFs based model, however, is linear and thus re-

uires an elaborately designed template and a large number of

eatures to ensure its performance. Topic models [5,7] could only

nd some general/rough aspects and had difficulty in finding fine-

rained or precise aspects. Poria et al. [23] integrated common-

ense computing in the calculation of word distributions in the

atent dirichlet allocation(LDA) algorithm, thus enabling the shift

rom syntax to semantics in aspect-based sentiment analysis. Wang

t al. [27] proposed a novel restricted boltzmann machines(RBM)

ased model to simultaneously extract aspects of entities and rele-

ant sentiment-bearing words. Poria et al. [21] used a deep convo-

utional neural networks(CNNs) combined with a set of linguistic

atterns to tag each word in opinion sentences as either an aspect

r non-aspect word. 

The alignment of object and attribute is another core point of

pinion mining and usually treated as an entity assignment prob-

em. Zhao et al. [34] imposed intra- and inter-sentence constraints

nd employed integer linear programming to resolve the conflicts

rising during the alignment. Liu et al. [12] employed an align-

ent process to identify opinion relations between opinion targets

nd opinion words, and proposed a partially supervised alignment

odel based approach. They [13] also constructed a heterogeneous

raph to model the relations and proposed a co-ranking algorithm

o estimate the confidence of each candidate. 

tructure-based Learning Models 

Recently, representation learning has attracted a large amount

f attention in natural language processing(NLP) research. Many

eural-based representation learning methods were proposed to

ncode the semantics of entities and relations in low-dimensional

mbeddings. Among them, structure-based learning regards the

tructure relations r between objects O and attributes A , such as

he implication or coordination, as a vector, and added the con-

traint O + r ≈ A to the distributed representation of each entity in

 true pair, where the characters in bold mean the vectors of each

ntity and relation. Bordes et al. [2] regarded the relations between

ntities as a translation embedding and proposed the TransE model

o learn the representations of entities and relations. The basic idea

f TransE model is that the distance between object and attribute

ntities in a true pair should be as similar as possible to the rela-

ion between the two entities. Based on Bordes’s work, Wang et al.

28] added a hyperplane vector to project the entities to different

paces and to effectively increase the accuracy, and proposed the

ransH model. Different from Wang’s work, Lin et al. [10] added

 projection matrix, instead of a hyperplane normal vector, to the

ransE model for projecting entities from entity space to relation

pace. The new model, called TransR, performed better than the

wo former models. Nguyen et al. [17] proposed a new embed-

ing model, STransE, to transfer the object and the attribute en-

ities to different entity spaces by using different projection ma-

rices M rO and M rA . Lin et al. [9] categorized existing knowledge

raph relations into entities’ types(nationality, gender) and struc-

ure relations(parent-of, part-of), and proposed a new KR model to

earn the semantic relations between the entities. The KR model,

owever, neglected the necessity and effectiveness of language ex-

ression, which has been proven to be a significant feature when

ddressing aspect extraction. Xie et al. [29] used the descriptions

f entities as external knowledge for entity prediction, and trained

he description and structure-based embedding for mutual promo-

ion. 
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Fig. 1. The FREERL Framework. 
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. Methodology 

.1. Design of the framework 

We focus on the extraction of the opinion aspects in sentences

 , which can be represented as a pair of < object, attribute > . Each

oun or noun phrase n ik in s i ∈ S is regarded as a candidate opinion

spect entity (objects or attributes), i = | S| and k is the number of

ouns or noun phrases in s i . For example, we consider the follow-

ng labeled sentence: 

�� [OBJ:Find5] � [NN: �� ] ������, �� [NN: � 2] �

[OBJ:Find5] ��� � � �� �� [NP: ���] � [NN: � 2] , �

�� ������ [OBJ:Find5] �, [OBJ:Find5] �� [ATT: ��] �

[ATT: � �] �� � [NN: ���] ��� � [NN: � ��] �

(I am shocked when I see the [NN:picture] of [OBJ:Find5],

I’ll buy [NN:MI2] according to [NP:original plan] if it goes on

sale before [OBJ:Find5]; otherwise, I’ll consider [OBJ:Find5], the

[ATT:exterior] and [ATT:performance] of [OBJ:Find5] have a fatal

[NN:attraction] to the [NN:crazy fans].) 

All the nouns (labeled as NN) and noun phrases (labeled as NP)

long with the opinion aspect entities (labeled as OBJ/ATT) in the

entence are considered as candidate opinion aspect entities and

re paired off. A true pair means that there is an implicit seman-

ic relation such as “has-a” relation between the object entity and

ts correspond attribute, while the entities in a false pair are un-

elated to each other. For example, < Find5, �� (exterior) > and

 Find5, �� (performance) > are two true object-attribute pairs

ince exterior and performance are two general evaluation indexes

f a mobile phone, while < Find5, ��� (crazy fans) > and < �

 (picture), � 2 (MI2) > are two false ones 1 . 

According to the analysis of social media texts, two basic as-

umptions are proposed firstly, as follows: 

1. There is an implicit semantic relation between an opinion

object and its corresponding attribute, and the relation can

be learned as a distributed representation. For example, the

pair < mobile phone, screen > imply a “has-a ” relation between

mobile phone and screen , and this implicit relation can be rep-

resented and learned as a semantic embedding. 

2. Opinion objects and their corresponding attributes should share

stronger relevance than others in statistics or in syntactic con-

nections, and vice versa. 

According to the basic assumptions, the FREERL framework is

roposed for opinion object-attribute extraction. The framework,

hich is shown as Fig. 1 , aims at ranking the true pairs higher
1 Here “Find5” and “MI2” are two popular mobile phone products in the Chinese 

ainland market, just like “iPhone7” or “galaxy s6”. 

a  

r  

b

s  
han the false ones in a sentence by making fully use of the in-

ormation of semantic structure and language expression feature

etween entities. 

In Fig. 1 , from the perspective of semantic structure-based

earning, for the opinion aspect entities in true pairs, we are

ore likely to learn a stable relation vector r that can represent

he semantic structure and measure the semantic relevance be-

ween opinion object O and its corresponding attribute A , where

he character in bold means the vector or matrix of its corre-

ponding variable(similarly hereinafter). Taking the sentences in

ig. 1 for examples, we can learn a stable relation “has-a” which

atisfy O ipad4 + r has −a ≈ A battery and O F ind5 + r has −a ≈ A exterior . The

yponymy between entities can also be distinguished by seman-

ic structure-based learning model automatically. For example, in

he pair < ipad4, � � �� (battery) > , an ipad4 has a battery

nd they satisfy O ipad4 + r has −a ≈ A battery , but there is a large dif-

erence between A battery + r has −a and O ipad 4 . In terms of language

xpression feature, the relevance of objects and attributes in true

airs, which are learned as the matrix M , are much higher than

hose in false pairs according to the second assumption. For exam-

le, the Jaccard values of true pairs < ipad4, � � �� (battery) >

nd < Find5, �� (exterior) > are 0.614 and 0.377, higher than

alse pairs like < ipad4, �� (Sumsang) > and < Find5, ���

crazy fans) > whose Jaccard values are 0.235 and 0.167, respec-

ively. Then, the language expression feature matrix M is fused

ith the structure learning score function as weight and embed-

ed in the representation of opinion object O , attribute A , and im-

licit relation r by the framework. 

.2. Fusion relation embedded representation learning 

The proposed framework aims at ranking the true pairs higher

han the false ones in a sentence. Thus, the objective function is

efined by Eq. (1) : 

 (A | O, θ ) = 

score (O, A, θ ) ∑ 

ˆ A ∈ s i score (O, ˆ A , θ ) 
(1)

here O and A represent the object and attribute words or phrases

n a true object-attribute pair, respectively, ˆ A represents all the

andidate attribute words or phrases in sentence s i ∈ S . 

Semantic structures and language expression features are then

used into the representations of the object and its corresponding

ttribute in a sentence by the score function 

core (O, A, θ ) = s l (O, A ) s s (O , A , θ ) (2)

here s l and s s represent the relevancies of language expression

nd semantic structure respectively, and the characters in bold rep-

esent the vectors or matrices. The functions s l and s s are defined

y 

 l (O, A ) = X 

T 
O M l X A (3)
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j l 
s s (O , A , θ ) = e g(O , A ,θ ) (4)

where 

• M l ∈ R 

|E |×|E | is the language expression feature matrix which

can be learned to model the language expression relevance of

object and attribute entities, E is the set of the candidate as-

pect entities. Each element in M l represents the feature value

of an entity pair. In this paper, we categorized the features into

two classes, namely statistical correlation(word co-occurrence

for instance) and syntactic dependency relation. The definition

and learning process of M l are detailed in Section 3.4 ; 

• X O ∈ R 

|E|×1 and X A ∈ R 

|E|×1 are the one-hot represented index

vectors of entities O and A . For example, X O is a |E| dimensional

vector in which the element at the index of entity O is 1 and

the rest elements are 0, like [0 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 1 , 0 , 0] |E|×1 . X 
T 
O M l X A is

used to locate the index of the element in matrix M l and get

the corresponding feature value of pair < O, A > . 

• O , A are the distributed representations of aspect entities O and

A , which are obtained by O = M e X O and A = M e X A , O, A ∈ E, re-

spectively, M e ∈ R 

n ×|E| is a shared entity embedding matrix to

project the one-hot representation of aspect entities in set E
into a n -dimensional continuous space; 

• g ( O , A , θ ) measures the relevance of semantic structure be-

tween entities. We introduce 4 popular structure-based learn-

ing models into our framework, TransE, TransH, TransR and

STransE. The models are defined as the following Eqs. (5) –(8) .

g T ransE (O , A , θ ) = −‖ O + r − A ‖ L 2 + b (5)

where b is the bias and θ = { r, b} . 
g T ransH (O , A , θ ) = −‖ O − w 

T 
r Ow r + r − (A − w 

T 
r Aw r ) ‖ L 2 + b 

(6)

where w r is the semantic hyperplane’s normal vector of r and

θ = { w r , r, b} . 
g T ransR (O , A , θ ) = −‖ M r O + r − M r A ‖ L 2 + b (7)

where M r is the translating matrix of relation r and θ =
{ M r , r, b} . 
g ST ransE (O , A , θ ) = −‖ M rO O + r − M rA A ‖ L 2 + b (8)

where M rO and M rA are the semantic project matrices

of the object and attribute entities, respectively, and θ =
{ M rO , M rA , r, b} . 
Also note that the exponential function in Eq. (4) is used to map

the range of g ( · ) into (0, 1]. 

3.3. Optimization and implementation details 

During the learning process, it is time consuming to directly

compute the exponential function in Eq. (1) when the numbers

of opinion objects and attributes are very large in a social me-

dia dataset. Thus, a negative sampling-based method [16] is intro-

duced to approximate the objective function for optimization. The

new approximate objective function aims to maximize the score of

every true object-attribute pair while minimizing the scores of all

false ones, and is defined by 

L (A | O, θ ) ∝ 

∑ 

i 

∑ 

(O,A ) ∈ S i 
(O,A ) 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

log [1 − σ (s l (O, A ) g(O , A , θ ))] 

+ 

∑ 

˜ A ∈ S i 
(O, ̃ A ) 

log σ [ s l (O, ˜ A ) g(O , ˜ A , θ )] 

⎫ ⎬ 

⎭ 

(9)
here σ (x ) = 1 / (1 + exp (−x )) is the sigmoid function, S i 
(O,A ) 

is the

et of true opinion objects-attribute pairs in sentence s i , and S 
i 
(O, ̃ A ) 

s the set of false pairs in s i . If s i contains more than one object-

ttribute pair, then calculate the loss for each pair. For each single

rue pair( O j , A j ) in s i , we denote the loss as 

 j = log [1 − σ (s l (O j , A j ) g(O j , A j , θ ))] 

+ 

∑ 

˜ A j ∈ S i (O, ̃ A j ) 

log σ [ s l (O j , ˜ A j ) g(O j , ˜ A j , θ )] (10)

he objective function can be minimized by a gradient descent al-

orithm instead of stochastic gradient descent, because the former

an achieve a globally optimal solution and the size of experiment

ata is appropriate. For brevity and legibility, we denote s l ( O j , A j )

nd s l (O j , ˜ A j ) as s l and ˜ s l , and denote g ( O j , A j , θ ) and g(O j , ˜ A j , θ )

s g and ˜ g . The gradients during iterations for each variable and

arameter are given by 

∂L j 

∂O j 

= −s l σ (s l g) 
∂g 

∂O j 

+ 

∑ 

˜ A ∈ S i, ̃ A j 

(1 − ˜ s l σ ( ̃  s l ̃  g )) 
∂ ̃  g 

∂O j 

(11)

∂L j 

∂A j 
= −s l σ (s l g) 

∂g 

∂A j 
(12)

∂L j 

∂ ̃  A j 
= (1 − ˜ s l σ ( ̃  s l ̃  g )) 

∂ ̃  g 

∂ ̃  A j 
, ˜ A j ∈ S i, ̃ A j (13)

∂L j 

∂θ
= −s l σ (s l g) 

∂g 

∂θ
+ 

∑ 

˜ A ∈ S i, ̃ A j 

(1 − ˜ s l σ ( ̃  s l ̃  g )) 
∂ ̃  g 

∂θ
(14)

Traditional gradient descent algorithm will terminate the itera-

ion when the difference between the current loss and the last one

eaches a small threshold. In this case, the current iteration may

ot obtain the optimal solution. An improvement can be made by

dding a delay process to record and update the best result dur-

ng each iteration. When the calculation of the optimization func-

ion is near the globally optimal solution, we record the current

odel as a temporary best solution and continue the next itera-

ion. If the training algorithm can achieve a better loss value than

he recorded model within the max-waiting iterations, we update

he temporary best solution as the new optimal one and reset the

teration wait counter. Otherwise, the current recorded model can

e regarded as the globally optimal solution. The main process

f training is detailed in Algorithm 1 , where MinLoss is the cur-

ent minimal loss calculated by the approximation function ( Eq.

9) ) and WaitLoop is the maximal loop time after the optimization

unction reaches a new optimum solution. 

.4. Language expression features learning 

Language expression features play a significant role in a

arge amount of NLP studies because they are capable of effec-

ively modeling such common linguistic phenomena as word co-

ccurrences and rhetoric. The language expression features can be

ategorized into two classes, namely statistical correlation and syn-

actic dependency relation. For example, a word co-occurrence can

e considered as the statistical correlation of entities at the word

evel; the syntactic structure information between opinion objects

nd attributes can be considered as syntactic dependent relation.

n this paper, three different statistical and one syntactic depen-

ency based measurements are designed to learn the feature ma-

rix M l . Moreover, we combined the syntactic dependency based

eature with each statistical based feature as new language expres-

ion features. Each element in M l represents the feature value of an

ntity pair, and M 

i j 

l 
is the corresponding element of entity pair < i,

 > in matrix M . 
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of FREERL. 

Input: Set of labeled sentences S train , pre-trained entity represen- 

tation matrix M e , pre-trained language expression feature ma- 

trix M l . 

Output: Fusion relation embedded entity representation matrix 

M 

′ 
e , relation embedding r, parameter set of structure-based 

learning θ . 
1: Initial : MinLoss = + ∞ , MaxLoop = m , MaxW aitLoop = n 

2: for i = 0 to MaxLoop do 

3: if W aitLoop > MaxW aitLoop then 

4: End. 

5: end if 

6: Set loss sum 

= 0 

7: for all sentences s ∈ S train do 

8: Calculate loss s by Eq. (9) , loss sum 

+ = loss s 
9: Update the embedding of each entity in M e and the pa- 

rameters θ by the gradient 

10: end for 

11: if loss sum 

< MinLoss then 

12: Save M e as M 

′ 
e and θ . Set MinLoss = loss sum 

, W aitLoop = 0 

13: else 

14: W aitLoop + + 

15: end if 

16: end for 
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2 Measurement. The χ2 statistic assumes that two random vari-

bles follow a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom,

nd is used to measure the correlation between them. Consider Eq.

15) 

 

i j 

l 
= N 

(P (i, j) − P ( ̃ i , ˜ j )) 2 

P (i )(1 − P (i )) P ( j)(1 − P ( j)) 
, i, j, ̃  i , ˜ j ∈ E (15)

here the characters having a tilde mean that the corresponding

ntities are absent in a sentence and N represents the number of

entences in the corpus. 

accard Coefficient. The Jaccard coefficient is used to compare the

imilarity and diversity of the sample sets and defined by 

 

i j 

l 
= 

F (i, j) 

F (i ) + F ( j) − F (i, j) 
, i, j ∈ E (16)

here F ( · ) means the number of sentences that contain the enti-

ies. 

ointwise Mutual Information. The pointwise mutual information

PMI) is a measure of the mutual dependence between two ran-

om variables and defined by 

 

i j 

l 
= log 

P (i, j) 

P (i ) P ( j) 
; i, j ∈ E (17)

here P ( · ) is the co-occurrence probability or frequency of the en-
ities at the sentence level. 

yntactic Dependency. Given a sentence s i , its syntactic dependent

tructure can be analyzed by using the Language Technology Plat-

orm Cloud(LTP) 2 [4] . Fig. 2 illustrates the result of a sentence pro-

essed by LTP. 

In Fig. 2 , an edge “�� (enviroment) 
AT T −−→ �� (hotel)” refers

o the latter “��” (hotel) governs the former “��” (enviro-

ent) with the syntactic dependency type ATT , which means an

ttribute-subject structure 3 . 
2 http://www.ltp-cloud.com/ . 
3 Note that the ‘ attribute ’ here is a concept in syntactics, instead of a opinion 

spect entity. 

r  

a

To quantitatively analyze the strength of syntactic dependency

etween entities, we use the probability of each dependent type to

easure the syntactic dependent strength and define 

 

i j 

l 
= 

{
max 
d t 

P (d t | (i, j)) + 1 , (i, j) ∈ S (O,A ) 

1 , otherwise 
(18) 

here S ( O, A ) is the set of true opinion objects-attribute pairs in the

orpus and P ( d t |( i, j )) is defined by 

 (d t | (i, j)) = 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ S (O,A ) 
# d t , (i, j) ∑ 

(i, j) ∈ S (O,A ) 
# (i, j) 

(19)

here # d t , (i, j) 
counts the occurrence of true pair ( i, j ) with the de-

endent type d t and # (i, j) represents the frequency of true pair ( i,

 ). Note that the added 1 in Eq. (18) is used to ensure that the val-

es of incorrect pairs do not affect the fusion result in Eq. (2) . 

The basic idea of syntactic dependent strength is that, if there

s a direct link from the object entity to its corresponding attribute

ntity in the syntactic dependency tree, and then the dependent

ype can be regarded as the syntactic dependent relation between

he entities. Based on the assumption that the more frequent the

ntities co-occurred with a dependent type d t , the stronger the rel-

vance between them, the probability of this type is considered as

he syntactic dependent strength. 

eature Combinations. The statistical based and syntactic depen-

ency based features can also be combined as language expression

eatures by using 

 

i j 

l 
= M 

i j 
s + M 

i j 
DP 

− 1 (20)

here M s is the statistics-based feature matrix calculated by Eqs.

15) –(17) , respectively, and M DP is the syntactic dependency based

eature matrix calculated by Eq. (18) . 

. Experiment 

.1. Data set 

We adopted the datasets of COAE2014 (Chinese Opinion Analy-

is Evaluation) and COAE2015 for the fine-grained sentiment analy-

is task in the experiments [8] 4 . The datasets were collected from

eibo, one of the most popular social media in China, and seg-

ented at the sentence level. The COAE2014 dataset contains 3 do-

ains, namely, the mobile phone, insurance, and jadeite, and the

OAE2015 dataset covers a wide range of domains, such as news,

ports, finance, and food. We reorganized the labeled opinion ob-

ects and attributes into pairs < object, attribute > . We focus on the

dentification and alignment of the opinion aspects, and thus, we

se the subset of the labeled dataset for the experiment by filter-

ng the pairs whose object or attribute are the default, and ob-

ained 4123 labeled pairs for the COAE2014 dataset and 10,331 la-

eled pairs for the COAE2015 dataset. 

.2. Experimental tasks 

We designed two tasks to evaluate the proposed framework. 

Opinion object and attribute alignment. This task aims to iden-

ify the correct corresponding attributes on the condition that the

pinion objects are already given in a sentence. The COAE2015

ataset is used for training, and the COAE2014 dataset is for test-

ng. For each sentence in COAE2014, all the nouns or noun phrases

re regarded as the candidate attributes to the given object. We

ank all the candidate attributes by the scores in descending order

fter calculating by Eq. (2) . 
4 The datasets are available at http://115.24.12.5 . 

http://www.ltp-cloud.com/
http://115.24.12.5
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Fig. 2. An example of syntactic dependency structure. 
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New object-attribute pair prediction in a zero-shot scenario. The

new pair prediction task can be regarded as a zero-shot problem

because either the object or the attribute entities could be un-

known in the training set. The traditional structure-based learning

model cannot solve the problem effectively. The COAE2014 dataset

is used for training and the COAE2015 dataset is used for testing,

because the domains of the former are covered by the latter. All

the nouns or noun phrases are combined into the candidate pairs

for prediction. Other settings of the experiment are the same as

the alignment task in Section 4.2 . 

4.3. Baselines, evaluation, pre-training and parameter configuration 

Four basic structure-based learning models, TransE, TransH,

TransR, and STransE are used as our baselines. Moreover, to ver-

ify the effectiveness of our framework, we trained all the original

structure-based learning models without fusing the language ex-

pression features during the training process; this can be done by

setting s l (O, A ) = s l (O, ˜ A ) = 1 in Eq. (9) . We then combine original

structure-based learning models with the language expression fea-

tures for comparison. 

The precision @ N is adopted as the evaluation index for each

task, which is defined by 

precision @ N = 

∑ | S| 
i 

correct@ N 

| S| (21)

correct@ N = 

{
1 , I f correct answer ranks within top N 

0 , otherwise 
(22)

where | S | is the number of sentences. 

In most studies on knowledge graphs [2] , they set N to be

10% of the number of entities. In our experiment, since after fil-

tering the function words, the average length of the sentences in

the experiment dataset is 16.73, we set N = 1 . Word2Vec [15] is

adopted to pre-train all the words in the corpus to obtain the

matrix M e . Compared with randomly generated word representa-

tions, pre-training can embed some hyponymy information into

the word embeddings. The shared embedding matrix M e was pre-

learned from a large social media dataset that contains 10 mil-

lion weibos for the new word identification subtask in COAE2014.

The core model of word2Vec is skip-gram, and the dimensions of

the embeddings are set to {50, 100, 150}. All the different lan-

guage expression matrices M l were pre-learned from the exper-

iment corpus. We set the maximum loop times MaxLoop = 20 0 0

and the maximum wait times after reaching a new optimum of

MaxW aitLoop = 100 . The bias b in structure-based learning model

is set to 0. We repeated our experiments for 5 times over differ-

ent random initializations and used the average performances with

standard deviations as the results. 
. Results and analysis 

.1. Performance of the opinion object and attribute alignment task 

The evaluation of the opinion alignment task is shown in

able 1 , where the numbers between parenthesis are the stan-

ard deviations and SLM is a short for the original structure-based

earning model such as TransE. 

Compared with original structure-based learning model in the

rst row, all the FREERL combinations except TransE+ χ2 and

ransE+PMI(in the third part of Table 1 , rows 9–15) have effec-

ively improved the performances. For the statistics-based language

xpression features, the best combinations of FREERL for each

tructure-based learning model are TransE+Jaccard, TransH+Jaccard,

ransR+Jaccard and STransE+ χ2 , achieving 0.2%, 4.4%, 7.0%,

nd 7.5% improvements respectively. The FREERL+Jaccard and

REERL+ χ2 , on average, increase the precision with 4.6% and 4.0%

ompared with the basic structure-based learning models, which

erform better than the FREERL+PMI by only 2.1%. We checked the

MI-based matrix M 

PMI 
l 

and χ2 -based matrix M 

χ2 

l 
, and found that

he feature values of some pairs are much smaller than the val-

es in M 

Jaccard 

l 
. For example, the true object-attribute pair < ��

 (loudspeaker), � � (performance) > is 0.005 in M 

PMI 
l 

and 0.250

n M 

χ2 

l 
, whereas the value in M 

Jaccard 

l 
is 0.563. Ranking mistakes

re more likely to occur when the fusion scores of the candidate

airs are similar, especially when the differences in their semantic

tructures are also small. 

Syntactic dependency based features (DP for short in Table 1 )

an remarkably increase the performances (12.5% improvement on

verage). It verifies that syntactic dependency features can provide

bundant information by explicitly capturing the linguistic struc-

ure. We analyse the types of syntactic dependency features, and

ist the proportion of each dependent type in Table 2 . 

We can see that there are four direct syntactic dependent rela-

ions in our experiment corpus, ATT (attribute), SBV (subject-verb),

OO (coordinate) and VOB (verb-object). The ATT relation is over-

helming among the dependent types and can be regarded as the

ost significant feature. We tested the performance by only us-

ng the syntactic dependency feature and the precision @1 is 0.198,

uch lower than the fusion models of FREERL+DP. This demon-

trates that:1)the direct syntactic dependent relations, especially

he ATT relation, are effective for their high precision; 2)most ob-

ect entities and their corresponding attributes are linked indirectly

nd need a more elaborate method to measure the dependent

trength between them. 

Considering the language expression features, the best com-

ination of FREERL are TransE+DP+ χ2 , TransH+DP+Jaccard,

ransR+DP+Jaccard and STransE+DP+Jaccard achieving 12.1%,

7.5%, 16.5%, and 17.0% improvements respectively. The

REERL+DP+Jaccard and FREERL+DP+ χ2 , on the whole, increase

he precision with 15.6% and 14.6%, showing better performance
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Table 1 

Results of opinion object and attribute alignment. 

Models TransE TransH TransR STransE 

SLM 0.286(0.021) 0.210(0.014) 0.197(0.027) 0.196(0.024) 

SLM+ χ2 0.285(0.021) 0.209(0.013) 0.196(0.027) 0.196(0.023) 

SLM + Jaccard 0.293(0.012) 0.235(0.010) 0.223(0.023) 0.220(0.019) 

SLM + PMI 0.256(0.003) 0.233(0.004) 0.228(0.010) 0.227(0.008) 

SLM + DP 0.387(0.010) 0.332(0.013) 0.288(0.037) 0.306(0.024) 

SLM+DP+ χ2 0.396(0.013) 0.329(0.013) 0.317(0.026) 0.318(0.020) 

SLM + DP+Jaccard 0.406(0.006) 0.360(0.010) 0.337(0.026) 0.343(0.019) 

SLM + DP+PMI 0.373(0.002) 0.354(0.004) 0.350(0.009) 0.348(0.007) 

FREERL+ χ2 0.276(0.003) 0.236(0.013) 0.264(0.016) 0.271(0.048) 

FREERL + Jaccard 0.288(0.001) 0.254(0.008) 0.267(0.020) 0.262(0.016) 

FREERL + PMI 0.248(0.001) 0.240(0.006) 0.242(0.006) 0.243(0.008) 

FREERL + DP 0.398(0.001) 0.348(0.012) 0.313(0.021) 0.328(0.023) 

FREERL+DP+ χ2 0.407(0.002) 0.346(0.013) 0.357(0.019) 0.362(0.029) 

FREERL + DP+Jaccard 0.40 0(0.0 01) 0.385(0.011) 0.362(0.019) 0.366(0.015) 

FREERL + DP+PMI 0.369(0.001) 0.360(0.002) 0.358(0.006) 0.351(0.005) 

Table 2 

Proportion of each dependant type. 

Dependant type Dependent strength 

ATT 0.950 

SBV 0.039 

COO 0.009 

VOB 0.002 
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5 �� (XIAOMI) is a famous brand of mobile phone in the Chinese mainland mar- 

ket. 
han the FREERL+DP+PMI, which improves by only 13.7%. In con-

ideration of structure-based learning models, the TransE based

REERL combined with DP+ χ2 makes the best performance than

he others. Because the semantic entities and the gap between

ntity domains are comparatively clear in our experiment data,

ew are ambiguous. At the same time, in the testing set, the types

f most of the semantic structure relations between the objects

nd attributes are one-to-one, and many-to-many relations occur

uch less than in the training set. The more complex models

uch as TransH, TransR and STransE, which excel in addressing

any-to-many relations, cannot contribute maximum advantage

or the bias between the datasets. This circumstance leads to a

everse phenomenon when we exchange the training and testing

et in another experiment, as discussed in Section 5.2 . 

Compared fusion models with the original models’ combination,

s shown in the second part of Table 1 (rows 2–8), we can see that

ost of the FREERL combinations achieved significant improve-

ents. Some of the TransE based fusion models perform slightly

ower than original structure-based learning models, probably be-

ause that the TransE based models suffer from modeling many-

o-many relations, and fail to fully make use of the language ex-

ression features. However, the fusion models get more stable re-

ults with lower standard deviations. TransE+DP+ χ2 , TransH+ χ2 ,

ransR+ χ2 and STransE+ χ2 in FREERL framework outperform their

orresponding combinations based on original SLMs with the im-

rovements of 1.1%, 2.7%, 6.8%, and 7.5%. The TransH, TransR and

TransE based FREERL combinations, which get the average im-

rovements of 1.7%, 3.2%, and 3.2%, respectively, show that the fu-

ion relation embedded learning is effective. 

.2. Performance of the new object-Attribute pair prediction task in a

ero-Shot scenario 

The performance of the new object-attribute pair prediction

ask in a zero-shot scenario is detailed in Table 3 . Similar to the

ask of alignment task in Section 5.1 , we use the average perfor-

ances with standard deviations(between parenthesis) as the re-

ults, and SLM is a short for the original structure-based learning

odel such as TransE. 
From Table 3 , we can see that some of the prediction results,

specially the statistical feature based FREERL models are not as

ood as in the alignment task. The reasons are as follows: 

1. In a zero-shot scenario, there are some unknown entities that

suffer from the shortness of the training on the semantic struc-

tures in the testing dataset. For these entities, language expres-

sion features play a significant role for identification; 

2. There are no given object entities to help the fusion frame-

work filter the incorrect pairs. All the pairwise combinations

of entities are regarded as candidate pairs, and it is difficult

to filter some of the object-object or attribute-attribute pairs

by the fusion score, especially the entities that are in the in-

tersection of the object and attribute set. For example, in the

sentence “< Doc17088 > � [NN: �� ] � � ������	, �

� ������ � [OBJ: �� ] , … , �������� � , �

�� � [ATT: �� ] , [ATT: ��] … (I have to complain about

my [NN:XIAOMI], which used half a year, this very configura-

tion focused [OBJ:mobile phone], … , often failed to read the

memory card, letting alone the [ATT: restart] and [ATT: fever].)”.

The entity “�� (mobile phone)” is an object in the pair <

�� (mobile phone), �� (fever) > and is an attribute in the

pair < �� (XIAOMI), �� (mobile phone) > 

5 . Both the pairs

not only have strong relevance to the semantic structure but

also achieve high scores on language expression feature learn-

ing. The fusion framework prefers the latter one because the

latter has the highest rank; 

3. The way that we use all of the nouns and noun phrases in a

sentence as candidates is coarse, it is hardly to identify non-

noun aspects correctly. 

For all the FREERL combinations except TransE+ χ2 , we obtain

 significant improvement compared with each original SLM. Con-

idering the statistics-based language expression features, the PMI

chieves the best performances combined with TransE, TransH,

ransR and STransE in FREERL framework, with the improvement

f 7.8%, 10.9%, 11.2%, and 10.1%, respectively. Compared with the

lignment task, the PMI and Jaccard, which increase the precision

y 10.0% and 5.9% on average, can remarkably benefit all of the fu-

ion models and achieve better performances than χ2 , which im-

roves only by 1.6%. The reason is that many top-ranked pairs cal-

ulated by χ2 are incorrect pairs, such as attribute-attribute pairs.

hese pairs, especially some rare ones, cannot be filtered without

he object knowledge base, and the score of the language expres-
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Table 3 

Results of new object-attribute pair prediction in a zero-shot scenario. 

Models TransE TransH TransR STransE 

SLM 0.076(0.001) 0.082(0.009) 0.069(0.012) 0.087(0.023) 

SLM+ χ2 0.083(0.001) 0.095(0.010) 0.072(0.013) 0.080(0.015) 

SLM + Jaccard 0.126(0.001) 0.145(0.009) 0.112(0.011) 0.125(0.013) 

SLM + PMI 0.184(0.001) 0.186(0.004) 0.167(0.024) 0.181(0.007) 

SLM + DP 0.257(0.003) 0.338(0.022) 0.183(0.036) 0.253(0.058) 

SLM+DP+ χ2 0.365(0.001) 0.378(0.013) 0.311(0.047) 0.340(0.019) 

SLM + DP+Jaccard 0.335(0.001) 0.397(0.014) 0.265(0.042) 0.317(0.027) 

SLM + DP+PMI 0.359(0.001) 0.360(0.003) 0.349(0.009) 0.352(0.005) 

FREERL+ χ2 0.055(0.001) 0.119(0.014) 0.075(0.016) 0.130(0.032) 

FREERL + Jaccard 0.087(0.008) 0.172(0.009) 0.129(0.022) 0.163(0.018) 

FREERL + PMI 0.154(0.013) 0.191(0.002) 0.181(0.010) 0.188(0.010) 

FREERL + DP 0.285(0.004) 0.346(0.015) 0.278(0.050) 0.300(0.044) 

FREERL+DP+ χ2 0.327(0.0 0 04) 0.384(0.004) 0.333(0.015) 0.377(0.016) 

FREERL + DP+Jaccard 0.288(0.003) 0.403(0.005) 0.308(0.024) 0.364(0.019) 

FREERL + DP+PMI 0.352(0.001) 0.357(0.001) 0.352(0.003) 0.352(0.003) 
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sion feature learning will to some extent cover the semantic struc-

ture part. 

The syntactic dependency based feature gets a remarkable im-

provement among all the FREERL combinations, attaining a 22.4%

improvement on average. It is obvious that the syntactic depen-

dency based features will outperform the statistics-based ones,

because the former contains hyponymy information which is in-

sufficient for semantic structure-based learning model in a zero-

shot scenario. The features will automatically filter some attribute-

attribute or object-object pairs that have high statistical corre-

lation. In terms of the language expression features, the best

combination of FREERL are TransE+DP+PMI, TransH+DP+Jaccard,

TransR+DP+PMI and STransE+DP+ χ2 , achieving 27.6%, 32.1%, 28.3%,

and 29.0% improvements, respectively. The FREERL+DP+ χ2 and

FREERL+DP+PMI, on the whole, increase the precision with 27.7%

and 27.5%, perform better than the FREERL+DP+Jaccard, which im-

proves by 26.2%. In consideration of each structure-based learn-

ing model in FREERL framework, the TransH, STransE, and TransR,

which make 20.0%, 18.1% and 16.8% improvements on average com-

pared with the baseline, are more reliable and robust than TransE.

As mentioned in the last paragraph in Section 5.1 , the character-

istic of the experiment data can make the multi-relational learn-

ing models (TransH, STransE, TransR) fully effective. These types of

models can handle more complex relations between entities and

perform better than the TransE based fusion model. 

Compared FREERL based models with original SLMs’ combina-

tions, we can see that most of the fusion models achieved signifi-

cant improvements. The TransH, TransR and STransE based combi-

nations of FREERL gained the average improvements of 1.0%, 2.8%

and 3.2%, respectively, and show the effectiveness of our fusion re-

lation embedded learning. TransE+DP, TransH+Jaccard, TransR+DP

and STransE+ χ2 in FREERL framework outperform their corre-

sponding original SLMs’ combinations with the improvements of

2.8%, 2.7%, 9.5%, and 5.0%. This demonstrates that the multi-

relational learning models can more efficiently capture and embed

the fused relation of semantic structures and language expression

features. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we embedded both semantic structures and lan-

guage expression features in the representation of opinion ob-

ject and its corresponding attribute and proposed the FREERL

framework. This framework is domain-independent and no man-

ually crafted linguistic rules are needed. The framework can freely

fuse any type of language expression features like statistical co-

occurrence or dependency syntax into the structure-based embed-

ding of each entity. We designed 7 different types of language
xpression feature learning models, combined with 4 popular

tructure-based learning methods into the fusion framework. The

rained embeddings of aspect entities and relations were adopted

n the task of opinion object and attribute alignment and new pair

rediction in a zero-shot scenario. Experiments on COAE2014 and

OAE2015 show that the best results in our framework achieve

2.1% and 32.1% improvements over the baselines, respectively. 

In the future, the proposed framework will be improved in the

ollowing ways: 

1. We will employ sentiment information in our framework for

fine-grained sentiment analysis. 

2. More types of language expression features will be introduced

and embedded in the representations of entities. 

3. Hierarchical structure will be added to our structure-based

learning approach to improve the identification and prediction

of aspect entity pairs. 
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